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OBJECTIVES

1. Consciousness of Law as a system to regulate social relations
2. Consciousness of the Legal Systema as  whole and consciuosness of the necessary interdisciplinary approach to
legal problems
3. Ability to use different legal texts (Acts, Bills, judgements and rulings, teaching texts)
4. Ability to use principles and constitutional values in the interpretation of legal system
5. Ability to use a legal oratory and to do public speaking
6. Critic consciousness  in analyzing legal system  and ability to develop legal dialectics
7. Commitment  to ethical values and principles
8. Comprehension and knowlege of the main private and public institutions in their origin and as a whole
9- Knowledge of the sociological approach to the analysis of Law, both from theoretical and practical points of wiew.

DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS: PROGRAMME

This subject  is the first approach of the student to legal phenomenon from a more abstract and philosophical point of
view than the one used in the typical subjects of the legal dogmatic.
The programme is as follows

Lesson 1.- The concept of Law
A.- Problems about the concept of law
B.- Validity, efficacy and Justice

Lesson 2.- Law as a social and cultural phenomenon and as a form of social organization
A.- Law and social control
B.- Law and social change

Lesson 3.- Law and other normative systems
A.- Rules of social treatment  and their description
B.- Law and Morals
C.- Public ethics and private ethics

Lesson 4.- Law and Force
A.- Law, force and Power
B.- The rule of law

Lesson 5.- The Legal norm
A.- Law and Language. Functions of language.
B.- Types of norms. The legal norm as a prescriptive clause. Elements of prescriptions
C.- Classification of legal norms.

Lección 6.- The legal system
A.- The idea of legal system.
B.- The features of the legal system

Lesson 7.- Law production.
A.- Normative production
B.- . Legal law and judicial law
C.- Other ways of legal production.
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Lesson 8.- Interpretation and implementation of law
A.- Interpretation and implementation of law.
B.- Interpretation criteria.
C.- Constitutional interpretation.
D.- Legal argumentation.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES AND METHODOLOGY

The methedology will include:
1.- Lectures (big group): Every lessons of the programme will be taught in lectures, although  lecturers will pay special
attention to those parts considered more important or thouse that, due to their difficulty, deserve a wider explanation.
A handbook of the subject will be recommended to make easier the student¿s work and all the materials considered
suitable will be posted online through ¿Aula Global¿
2.- Seminars (small group): Seminars will be used to go into different parts of the subject in depth through the solution
of different cases, commentaries, etc.  All the materials considered suitable will be posted online through ¿Aula
Global¿

ASSESSMENT SYSTEM

Assesment Systemis a mixed one, combining  continuous assessment  and a final exam  to be able to
assess in a objective  way the level of learning of the student along the term
A) Continuous Assessment.-
Continuous assessment, along the term, will have a weight  of 40% on the final mark. Each proffessor
will determine, at the beginning of the course,the kind, content and assessment system of the tests
that students will have to do throughout the course.
B) Final Exam.-

Date, time and place of the final exam  will be will be posted online in the UC3M web page.
Final exam will have a weight of 60% on the final mark, and will consist of two different part: theoretical
and practical
Level of comprehension, use of the different concepts involved in the cuestions and essays, and
communication skills will be assessed in all the activies.
Independently of the percentages ascribed to continuous assessment and the final exam, the students
have to get a minimum mark of 3 points in the final exam (being 10 points the maximum mark) to pass
the course.

% end-of-term-examination: 60

% of continuous assessment (assigments, laboratory, practicals…): 40
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